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Roman Proshin 
Software Architect / Backend Developer / Full-Stack Developer 

Can develop any application: from a simple calc to a cross-platform autoscaling web portal. 

roman@proshin.org Munich, Germany 

proshin.org linkedin.com/in/proshin 

@proshin_roman github.com/proshin-roman 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

finAPI 
Senior software developer / Software
architect 
04/2019 - Present,  Munich, Germany 
SaaS provider, aggregates and analyses financial data 

Was directly involved in the development of the API that is
currently the main product of the company. In the course of
this, I was engaged in both designing the public REST API,
and also developing internal components of the system and
their interaction with each other. 

Led the integration with more than thirty APIs provided by
different banks across Europe in accordance with the PSD2
directive. 

Was a lead developer on a brand-new product that included
a REST API (Java & Spring Boot) as well as the user interface
(TypeScript & React). Established the architecture of the
product, actively participated in the development part,
helped with customers onboarding. 

Currently responsible for extending the country coverage of
the main company's product. 

Reliable Systems 
Middle/Senior software developer 
11/2012 - 04/2019,  Penza, Russia 
Outsourcing company 

Worked in an outsourcing company on a few long-term
projects. The first one was a Spring web application with the
UI implemented with ExtJS. Another project was a pure
Spring REST application with extensive data processing. 

Setup 
Junior software developer 
06/2010 - 12/2012,  Penza, Russia 

As a working student, was engaged into development of a
few rich web portals (contract-based development). Used
technologies: Java EE 6, JSF 2.0, PrimeFaces, MySQL, Oracle
DB. 

EDUCATION 

Specialist degree in Software Development 
Penza State University 
09/2007 - 06/2012,  Penza, Russia 

SKILLS 

Architecture 

Java 

Kotlin 

Spring / Spring Boot 

SQL/RDBMS 

JavaScript/TypeScript 

Dart/Flutter 

Docker 

Maven/Gradle 

LANGUAGES 

English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Russian 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

German 
Elementary Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Board games Biking Skiing Hiking 

Pet projects Cars 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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